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As a business, PoM has been working hard to improve the impact we have on the planet 

by doing all we can to reduce our Carbon footprint, it’s part of our DNA. 

We have been successful for many years in producing accessories for women, making 

beautiful enduring gifts that we know our customers and our end users treasure.   But we 

realised that there was a gap in our market for honest priced, well designed desirable 

accessories for men that would also be ethical, not only in terms of their sourcing, but also 

in the materials we used and how we packaged them too! None of the range uses any 

plastic in their packaging! 

So, we set about designing a sourcing a range of accessories with all the following 

sustainable features: 

•A beanie hat made from 98% recycled Polyester –available in 4 colours RRP £14.99 –with 

a recycled cardboard eco-hook

•A range of Men’s scarves made from 100% Viscose –a sustainable fibre that is made from 

plant materials –Packaged in a paper wrap RRP £16.99 we have 9 different designs in the 

range. 

•Men’s range of 4 designs of VEGAN leather gloves, these are made from a PU that has all 

the look and feel of a quality leather but without the cruelty, with recycled cardboard 

eco-hook 

•A range of Men’s boxed socks –made from sustainable BAMBOO viscose –which not only 

feels amazing but is highly sustainable.  The box is made from card, which can have a 

great after-use for keeping loose change or nick-nacks.  A box of three pairs has an RRP 

of £19.99, the range has 4 different box options. 
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HATS & Gloves

Our ethical range of Men’s Accessories :Viscose scarves, Re-cycled Polyester hats and vegan leather gloves 
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HATS & Gloves

javascript:;Our ethical range of Men’s socks made from luxury Bamboo viscose in plastic free, gift packaging


